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  GG&G News - Employee Benefit Plan Audits

Independent Contractor or Employee? Varying Tests
It is not unusual to read news stories about
companies being sued for classifying
workers as independent contractors when
they claim to be employees. Being
designated an employee can have a
profound effect on everything from overtime
pay to fringe benefits to, of course, taxes.
Numerous articles have been written about
the advantages and disadvantages for both
the worker and the business of how an
individual is classified. The present focus is
what criteria are to be used in the
determination.

There is no uniform test to distinguish employees from independent contractors. Government agencies
such as the IRS, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
each look at their own set of factors. The same is often true of the state where the business is located.

While the tests for determining a worker's classification differ, there is a common thread: Definitive answers
can be difficult to find. Read more here.

As always, if you have any question regarding how this might affect you, please contact our Tax
Department at (781) 407-0300.

This article was originally published in the AICPA "Tax Adviser" on December 1, 2019.
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  Employee Benefits

Ensure the Value of 401(k) Plans
401(k) plans are primarily self-directed by participants once they are set up. But as a
sponsor, your company does have obligations. Continue reading for seven factors to
help ensure your company's plan works in the best interests of employees.
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  Benefit Tax Issues

Generous Health Plan May Not Preclude HSA Contribution
If you're covered only by a health insurance plan with a high-deductible, you may be eligible to contribute
to a tax-advantaged health savings account, even if your spouse has other, more generous coverage. The
rules can be confusing, but the IRS has clarified who qualifies and who doesn't with some examples. Here
are the specifics.
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  Retirement Plans

Will Your Employees' Retirement Plans be Within Reach?
Is your employees' future standard of living in jeopardy? Research suggests that a
large number of people who are poised to retire within the next couple of decades will
be in for a rude financial awakening. Almost 45% of American households are "at risk"
of being unable to maintain their pre-retirement standard of living in retirement,
according to one study. Read on for more details.
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  Latest Headlines

Boeing says 737 MAX approval delays could hit production
Reuters.com - Thu, 05 Dec 2019 14:58:42 -0500

Wall Street bides its time, awaiting news from trade front
Reuters.com - Thu, 05 Dec 2019 14:47:21 -0500

Saudi Aramco prices shares at top of range in world's biggest IPO
Reuters.com - Thu, 05 Dec 2019 14:46:14 -0500

No apology to Elon Musk from British diver at 'pedo guy' defamation trial
Reuters.com - Thu, 05 Dec 2019 14:40:30 -0500

UK bribery investigation adds to Glencore's legal headaches
Reuters.com - Thu, 05 Dec 2019 14:34:25 -0500
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  Disclaimer of Liability

Our firmprovides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, anddoes not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax advice,
accountingservices, investment advice, or professional consulting of any kind. Theinformation provided herein should not be used as a substitute for
consultationwith professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Beforemaking any decision or taking any action, you should consult a
professionaladviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to yourparticular situation. Tax articles in this e-newsletter are not intended to
beused, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoidingaccuracy-related penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The
informationis provided "as is," with no assurance or guarantee of completeness,accuracy, or timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any
kind,express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of performance,merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose. 

Theinformation contained in this communication (including any attachments and/orre-directs to other online sources) is not intended or written to be used,
andcannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the InternalRevenue Code.  

Webinarcontent is intended for educational purposes only. Webinars provide a briefsummary based on our understanding and interpretation of current law. 
Alltax references are to federal tax law only, unless otherwise stated.  Theinformation contained in the webinars is general in nature and is based
onauthorities that are subject to change.  It is not, and should not beconstrued as accounting, legal or tax advice or opinion provided by Gray, Gray& Gray,
LLP.  The material presented may not be applicable to, orsuitable for, specific circumstances or needs, and may require consideration ofnon-tax factors
and tax factors not described herein.  Contact Gray, Gray& Gray or another tax professional prior to taking any action based uponthis information.
 Changes in tax laws or other factors could affect, on aprospective or retroactive basis the information contained herein; Gray, Gray& Gray assumes no
obligation to inform the reader/webinar attendee of anysuch changes. The material presented is not intended to, and cannot be used to,avoid IRS
penalties.  This material supports the marketing and promotionof accounting services.  Seek advice based on your particularcircumstances from
independent tax, legal accounting, insurance, investment andfinancial advisors.
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